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"BROKEN"

Bank Notes
"OBSOLETE" "HISTORICAL"

By C. E. Wismer

( EDITOR'S NOTE: Terminology in the paper money collect-
ing field leaves much to be desired. A prime example of mis-
leading terminology is "broken hank notes." This term is
not only inaccurate but reflects a bad image of the entire
hobby. In an effort to achieve clarity and brighten this
image in the public eye, Mrs. C. Elizabeth Wismer Osmun,
daughter of the late paper money pioneer, D. E. Wismer,
has submitted the following discussion. I-ler aim, like that
of such hobby leaders as George Wait, is to replace "broken
hank notes" with a more accurate term.)

The connotations of a word or term have great im-
portance. Therefore, terminology should be selected
with accuracy. The terms in the title of this article are
all correct, and you may choose whichever appeals to
you. In fact, in Scott's Paper Money Catalogue, edition
of 1894 prepared by Lyman Low, this material was
designated "uncurrent bank notes."

The late D. C. Wismer, pioneer authority on bank
notes who devoted 59 years to study and research of
banks and bank notes covering the era from 1781 to
1866, commented on the deceiving terminology in his
business letters.

In answering one of his customer's letters, he wrote
in the 1930s: "I have some bank notes to offer but none
are broken; some are torn and ragged. If you want
bank notes, say bank notes. There are only bank notes
in my own collection and script (paper money not issued
by bank), etc."

In another letter dated Feb. 15, 1937, he wrote, "I
would be greatly obliged to you if you would discontinue
the use of the term 'broken bank notes.' As a matter
of fact, it was started by a few dealers in 1905.* The
Hon. John Jay Knox in his 880 page book A History
of Banking in The United States, published in 1900,
never used 'broken' when writing about the early banks
and their issues . . . ."

One of the reasons for using the word "broken" is
revealed in D. C. Wismer's letter dated May 26, 1939:
"After the bank notes were discontinued in 1866, they
were called 'obsolete bank notes' until about 1905. A
paper money dealer then saw a note stamped 'broken
bank' and started to call all the old notes 'broken bank
notes' because he knew that many of the banks were in
operation, and he could get the notes cashed by the
bank of issue. One paper money man, a very eccentric
person, had a list printed of the good banks of which
he wanted notes. The current price he paid, or did not

* George Wait has examined a document of the Civil War
period that refers to "broken, closed and worthless banks."
It also refers to a specific note as being "altered from a
broken bank."

pay if he could avoid it, was 10c to 25c for notes he
could cash in at face value from $5 to $10 or more,
depending upon denomination.

"For a number of years dealers and collectors have
followed suit in using the word 'broken,' but I have been
writing to many of them in an effort to have the use
of the word discontinued. My advice is followed now by
many, and I am in hopes of eliminating it altogether.

"These old bank notes have a great historic value
because our present currency is a direct descendant of
the old bank notes and paper money as formerly current.
Most of the notes were printed from steel engraved
plates that were the work of the best artists of the period
and are real works of art. Of course, the good, genuine
bank notes are becoming very rare. One drawback is
that there are many counterfeits of the genuine notes.
You ought to see one of those old Counterfeit Detectors
that every business man was almost compelled to have
on hand to know the notes that were imitations, etc."

Finally, another D. C. Wismer letter of 1937, referring
to the West River Bank of Jamaica, Vermont, reads:
"Until liquidation was completed, all or any of those
West River Bank notes that were issued by the bank
and presented for payment were redeemed. What is the
sense of calling these notes by that old term 'broken
bank notes' that meant that the bank had failed and
was intended to give the bank a bad name, when in many
cases the notes were fully paid?"


